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Midsummer night's dream summary pdf

A play by William Shakespeare This article is about Shakespeare's play. For other uses, see Midsummer Night's Dream. Oberon, Titania and Puck with Dancing Fairy by William Blake, 1786 to 1786 A Midsummer's Dream is a comedy written by William Shakespeare in 1595/96. The play is based in Athens and consists
of several sub-storytepts revolving around the marriage of Themus and Hypolyte. The one-year edict involves a conflict between four Athenan lovers. Another follows a group of six amateur actors practicing the play they are scheduled to perform before the wedding. Both groups find themselves in a forest inhabited by
mouths that manipulate humans and engage in their own domestic intrigue. The play is one of Shakespeare's most popular and is widely performed. Theos characters – Duke of Athens Hippolyta – Queen of the Ammanus Agaus – Father of Hermia Hermia – Daughter of Agaus, In Love With Tsander Lysander – In Love
With Hermia Demetrius – Hermia Suitor, Helena Helena's former lover - in love with Demetrius Filhostert - Master of Revellers Peter Queens - Carpenter Nick Bottom - Weaver Francis Khalil - Blower-Mander Tom Snowt - Tinkering - Joins Robin Starwling - Tailor Oberon - Titania Fairy King - Fairy Queen Robin Pak
Goodfellow - Naughty Sprite with magical powers Fishblosome, Cobweb, Moth and Cradle - Servants of Fairy to Indian Pleas Titania – Department of Titania The Plot of Hermia and Helena by Washington Alston, 1818 The play consists of four connected plots, Connected by a celebration of Duke Thyssus's wedding from
Athens and Amazonian queen Hippolyta, simultaneously located in the forest and kingdom of fairyland, under the moonlight., the play opens with the amorous deceit in Lysander, resistant to her father Agaus's demand that she marry Demetrius Whoever arranged for her to get married. Hermia's best friend Helena craves
Dimitrios inconsorably, who breaks up with her to be with Hermia. Furious, Egeus invokes an ancient Athanian law before Duke Thessus, whereside a daughter has to marry a suitor chosen by her father, or else face death. Thessus offers her another option: a lifelong modesty on behalf of a nun who closes to the gods of
Diana. Peter Quince and fellow actors Nick Bottom, Francis Khalil, Robin Starveling, Tom Snowout and Snook plan to put on a play for the wedding of the Duke and Queen, the most unfortunate comedy and the most brutal death of Pyramus and Thymba. Queens reads the names of the characters and gave them to the
actors. Nick Bottom, who plays the title role of Pyramus, is overzealous and wants to control others by offering himself to the characters of Tib, the Lion and Pyramus at the same time. Quins insists Bottom can only play the role of pyramus. The bottom also prefers to be a tyrant. Rows of Ercles. The bottom is said by
Queens that he will make the lion so awful as to scare the Duchess and women enough to the Duke and the Lords to have the players hanged. He needs the lion part because he's slow in school. Quins assures Snug that the lion's role is only roaring. Quince finishes the session and tells his players in duke's oak tree
that we meet. The Fight of Oberon and Titania by Joseph Noel Patton, 1849 In a parallel plot line, Oberon, king of the fairies, and Titania, his queen, reached the forest outside Athens. Titania tells Oberon that she plans to stay there until she attends the wedding of Tsus and Hippolyta. Oberon and Titania are estranged
because Titania refuses to give her the Indian replacement for Oberon to use as his father or follower, since the boy's mother was one of Titania's worshippers. Oberon seeks to punish Titania's Maria. He calls on Robin Pak Goodfellow, a shrewd Sprite and cannbish, to help him produce a magical juice derived from a
flower called love in idleness, which turns from white to purple when hit by Cupid's arrow. When the spice is applied to the eyelids of an old person, that person, when awakened, falls in love with the first living creature they catch. He orders Puck to return the flower in the hope that he might make Titania fall in love with
an animal from the forest and thus shame it into giving up the little Indian boy. He says, and let me knock this magic out of her eye, / As I can take it with another herb, / I'll make her turn her page to me. Hermia and Lysander fled to the same forest in hopes of escaping Mathisus. Desperate to restore Dimitrios' love,
Helena tells Dimitrios about the show and he follows them in hopes of finding Hermia. Helena continues to move towards Dimitrios, promising to love him more than Hermia. However, he dismissed her with vicious insults. In this observation, Oberon instructs Puck to spread some of the magical juice from the flower on
the eyelids of the young Athenian man. Instead, Puck is wrong to have Xander as Dimitrios, who has never seen any of them before, and enjoys the juice for the old Lizander. Helena, who's been attacked, wakes him up while she tries to determine if he's dead or asleep. With this happening, Lysander immediately falls in
love with Helena. Helena, who thinks Lysander is playing tricks on her, runs away with Lysander stalking her. When Hermia wakes up, she sees that Lazander is gone and goes to the woods to find him. Oberon sees Demetrius still following Hermia, who thinks Demetrius killed Lysander, and is furious. When Demetrius
goes to bed, Oberon sends Puck to get Helena while he charms Dimitrios' eyes. When he wakes up, he sees Helena. Both men are in love with Helena. However, she is convinced that second She's being mocked, as none of them originally loved her. Hermia finds Lysander and asks why he left her, but Lysander claims
he never liked Hermia, just Helena. Hermia accuses Helena of stealing Lysander from her while Helena believes Hermia joined two men in mocking her. Hermia tries to attack Helena, but both men are protecting Helena. Lysander, tired of Hermia's presence, insults her and tells her to leave. Lysander andDemetrius
decide to seek a place for a duel to prove his love for Helena is greater. The two women go their separate ways, Helena hopes to get to Athens and hermia goes after the men to make sure Lazander doesn't get hurt or killed. Oberon instructs Puck to prevent Rysander and Demetrius from catching up with each other and
removing the magic from Lysander so that Lysander can return to loving Hermia, while Demetrius continues to love Helena when none of them remember what happened, as if it were a dream. A painting by Puck, Titania and An Under in a Midsummer Night's Dream from Array 3, Scene 2 by Charles Buchel, 1905
Meanwhile, Queens and his band of six employees (crude mechanics, as portrayed by Puck) arranged to perform their play on Pyramus and Thamba for Theisus's wedding and venture into the woods, near titania's arch, for their return. Quins leads the players in their rehearsals for the play. The bottom was observed by
Puck, who (taking his name to be another word for donkey) turns his head to that of a donkey. When Bottom returns to his next lines, the rest of the work runs screaming in horror: they claim to be haunted, much to Bottom's confusion. Determined to wait for his friends, he starts singing to himself. Titania, after receiving
the love potion, is awakened by Bottom's poetry and immediately falls in love with him. She lets him go with her attention and her mouths, and while she's in this state of devotion, Oberon takes the replacement child. After achieving his goals, Oberon releases Titania, instructs Puck to remove the donkey's head from the
bottom, and arranges everything so that Helena, Hermia, Demetrius and Lysander all believe they dreamed when they wake up. Puck distracts Lysander andDemetrius from fighting over Helena's love by mimicking their voices and leading them apart. Eventually, all four find themselves falling asleep separately out of the



lith. Once they fall asleep, Puck gives the love potion to Lizander again, returns his love to hermia again, and claims everything will be fine in the morning. The fairies disappear, and Tamos and Hypolyte arrive at the scene, during an early morning hunt. They find the lovers still sleeping in the twit-for-twish aras as well.
They wake up the lovers, and because Demetrius no longer likes Hermia, Thisos controls Agaus' demands and organizes a group wedding. The lovers at first believe they're still in the dream and can't remember It happened. The lovers decide that the events of the night must have been a dream. After their exit, Bottom
wakes up, and he too decides that he is probably experiencing a dream beyond the human omnity. At Quince's house, he and his cast fear That Bottom is gone. Queens is bemoaning that Bottom is the only person who can take on the lead role of Pyramus. The bottom one comes back, and the players get ready to put
on Pyramus and Timba. In Athens, Theisus, Hippolyta and the lovers watch the six Pyramus and Tib workers. The actors are so bad at playing their roles that guests laugh like it was supposed to be a comedy, and everyone retires to bed. Then, Oberon, Titania, Pak, other mouths enter, and greet the house and its
occupants with good luck. After all the other characters leave, Puck recreates the twist and suggests that what the audience is experiencing can only be a dream. Origins Of A Midsummer Night's Dream 4, Scene I. Engraving from the Painting Titania and Under by Henry Fuseli, was published in 1796 and it is not known
exactly when A Midsummer Night's Dream was first written or performed, but on the basis of topical references and epithalamion innuendo by Edmund Spencer, it usually dates from 1595 or early 1596. Some argue that the play was written for an aristocratic wedding (e.g. that of Elizabeth Carey, Lady Berkeley), while
others claim it was written for the Queen to celebrate st. John's feast day, but there is no evidence to support this theory. Anyway, it would have been performed in the theater and later at the Globes. Although not translating or processing a previous form, various sources such as Roubid's metamorphosis and the story of
Chakra's knight served as inspiration. [1] According to John Twing, the plot of the play of four lovers who went through a trial in the woods was intended as a riff on Der Bosant, a German song from high school. [2] According to Dorothea Kehler, the writing period can be placed between 1594 and 1596, which means that
Shakespeare has probably already completed Romeo and Juliet and was still in the contemplation of the Merchant of Venice. The play belongs to the author's early era, a time when Shakespeare paid the main attention to the lyrics of his works. [3] The date and text of the subject page from the first quarto, printed in
1600, entered the listing of a theses company on October 8, 1600 by bookseller Thomas Fischer, who published the first Queerto edition later that year. [4] A second quarto was printed in 1619 by William Jaggard as part of his false polio. The play appeared in print in the first folio of 1623. The Q1 theme page states that
the play was sundry times publickely acted before 1600. [5] The first known appearance for certain took place in court on January 1, 1604. Topics and The happiness of lovers in ancient Greece, long before the creation of the Christian celebrations of St. John's Day, the summer solstice was marked by ammonia, a
festival to mourn the death of Adonis, the devoted lover of the god Aphrodite. According to Ovid's metamorphosis, Aphrodite took orphaned baby Adonis into the underworld to be raised by Persephonone. He grew up to be a beautiful young man, and when Aphrodite came back to bring him back, Perseppone didn't want
to let him go. Zeus settled the dispute by giving Adonis a third of the year with Persephona, a third of the year with Aphrodite, and the remaining third he chose. Adonis chose to spend two-thirds of the year with his map, Aphrodite. He bled to death in the arms of his lover after being driven by a boar. In mythology there
are different stories that attribute the color of certain flowers to sedation by the blood of Adonis or Aphrodite. The story of Venus and Adonis was known to Elizabethans and inspired many works, including Shakespeare's most popular feature song, Venus and Adonis, written while London's theatres were closed due to
plague. The book was published in 1593. The wedding of Theyus and Hippolyta and the erroneous lovers Titania and the bottom, even the former acting band, model various aspects (and forms) of love. Carnival Both David Thyles of the University of London and Harold Bloom of Yale University strongly supported
reading this play under themes of Carnival, Bacchanalia, and Stornellier. In 1998, David Wills wrote that: the starting point for my analysis would be the claim that although we come across a Midsummer Night's Dream as a text, it was historically part of an aristocratic carnival. It was written for the wedding, and part of the
festive structure of the wedding night. The audience who saw the play at the Public Theater in the months that followed became indirect participants in an aristocratic festival from which they were physically excluded. My goal would be to demonstrate how integrated the play is in a historically specific celebration of the
upper class. Giles claimed in 1993 that the play was written to celebrate the Carrie-Berkeley wedding. The wedding date is set to coincide with a combination of Venus and the new moon, very sooty to conceive a successor. [9] Love Hermia and Lysander by John Simmons (1870) David Babington argues that the play
represents the dark side of love. He writes that the fairies facilitate love by mistaken the lovers and by applying a love potion to Queen Titania's eyes, forcing her to fall in love. [10] In the forest, both couples are plagued by problems. Hermia and Lysander are both met by Puck, who provides comic relief in the play by
confusing the four lovers in the woods. However, the play also suggests Themes. At the end of the play, Hippolyta and Theseus, happily married, watch a play about the hapless lovers, Pyramus and Theimba, and manage to have fun and laugh at it. Helena and Demetrius are unaware of the dark side of their love, who
are not at all aware of what happened from the events in the forest. Problem with time there is controversy over the scenario of the play as it is initially cited by Theisus that four days are confirmed to bring another moon. The wooden park takes place on a moonless night, but Lysander claims that there will be so much
light at night they will escape because dew on the grass will shine like liquid pearls. Also, in the next scene, Queens declares that they will practice in the moonlight,[14] creating real confusion. It's possible that the moon began during the night and allowed Leisander to escape in the moonlight and the actors to rehearse,
and then disassemble the tree to occur without moonlight. Thysus' statement could also be interpreted as four days until next month. Another possibility is that since each month there are about four consecutive nights that the moon does not seem to be due to its proximity to the sun in the sky (the two nights before the
moment of the new moon, followed by the next two), it may point in this way to a dark period of the moon to a minnation full of magical possibilities. This is further supported by hippolyta's opening lines offering and then the moon, like a new silver arch in heaven, will see our night of solemnity.; The thin crescent-shaped
moon is a hallmark of the new moon's return to the sky each month. The play also concerns midsummer night of the title with May Day, promoting the idea of confusion in time and seasons. This, according to Thassos, is about some sleepy young men because they anticipate a May ceremony. [15] Loss of personal
identity Edwin Landeser, scene from A Midsummer Night's Dream. Titania and Lower (1848) Maurice Hunt, a shooter of the English department at Baylor University, writes about the blurring of identities of fantasy and reality in a play that allow that enjoyable, narcotic dreamy associated fairies of the play. [16] By
emphasizing this theme, even in the setting of the play, Shakespeare prepares the reader's mind to accept the fantastical reality of the fairy world and its occurrences. It also seems to be the axis that revolves around the plot colliding with the play. Hunt argues that it is the dissolution of personal identities that leads to the
central conflict in the story. [16] The altercation between Oberon and Titania, based on a lack of recognition for the other in the relationship, which drives the rest of the drama in the story and dangerous for each of the other lovers to come together due to the disturbance of nature caused Fairy str feud. Similarly, this
failure to recognize and notice is what leads Puck to mistake one group of lovers for another in the woods, placing the flower juice on Lysander's eyes in Place of Demetrius. Victor Kiernan, a Marxist scholar and historian, writes that for the sake of greater love this loss of identity occurs, and that individual characters may
suffer accordingly: it was the more extravagant love cult that offended reasonable people as reasonable people, and likely to have questionable effects on its assistants. He believes that identities in the play are not so lost, since they merge together to create a kind of haze through which discernment becomes almost
impossible. It is driven by a desire for new, more practical relationships between characters as a means of dealing with the strange world within the forest, even in seemingly diverse and unrealistic relationships like the brief love between Titania and the bottom: it was the tidal power of this social need that lent energy to
relationships. Aesthetic scholar David Marshall sketches this subject further by noting that the loss of identity reaches its completeness in describing the mechanics and their assumption about other identities. In describing the acting band's preoccupations, he writes two beavers or together, two repairs and repairs, one
weave and one sews. They all consolidate what's separated or fix what's rented, broken or broken. In Marshall's view, this loss of personal identity not only obscures the details, he creates new identities found in the community, which Marshall notes may lead to some understanding of Shakespeare's views on love and
marriage. Furthermore, mechanics understand this issue as they take on their personal parts for the organizational performance of Pyramus and Thisbe. Marshall points out that being an actor is about multiplying and dividing yourself, discovering yourself in two parts: both yourself and not yourself, both the role and the
role. [19] He argues that mechanics understand this, and that every character, especially among lovers, feels of placing an individual identity for the benefit of the group or the pairing. The desire to lose one's individuality and find identity in love for another seems to be what quietly moves the events of a midsummer
night's dream. As the main sense of motivation, this passion is also reflected in the landscape descriptions and the general mood of the story. [19] Obscure sexuality The awakening of fairy queen Titania In his essay Ridiculous Pleasures: Queer Theories and A Midsummer Night's Dream, Douglas Green explores
possible interpretations of alternative sexuality he finds within the play's text, in close proximity to the culture's prominent social teacher at the time of writing the play. He's writing it. Essay doesn't (seek) rewrite the dream of a midsummer night as a gay play, but explores some of its 'homoerotic sign' ... Moments of
disorder and gay outburst in this Shakespearean comedy. Green does not see Shakespeare as sexual radicals, but that the play represents a turbulent world or a temporary holiday that mediates or negotiates the dissatisfaction with civilisation that, if neatly resolved in the conclusion of the story, are not so neatly
resolved in real life. Green writes that the domotic, homoerotic, lesbian and even heterosexual elements are compulsory - the first clue to this may be Oberon's obsession with titania's changing department - in the story should be taken into account in the context of early modern England culture as a commentary on the
aesthetic stiffness of the comic form and political ideologies of the prevailing order. [21] Aspects of ambiguous sexuality and gender conflict in the story are also addressed in articles by Shirley Garner and William W.A. Insults, though all characters are played by men. [22] [23] Edward Robert Hughes's Midsummer Eve in
1908 is one thematic element of the play. In a midsummer night's dream, Lysander and Hermia escape into the woods for a night when they don't fall under the laws of Theisus or Egeus. Upon arrival in Athens, the couples are married. Marriage is seen as the ultimate social achievement for women while men can
continue to do many other great things and gain social recognition. Louis Montrose draws attention to the roles and gender norms of men and women present in comedy in connection with Elizabethan culture. Referring to the triple wedding, he says, the solemn conclusion in a midsummer night's dream depends on the
success of a process in which the female pride and power expressed in Amazon fighters, possessive mothers, unruly wives and reluctant daughters are brought under the control of lords and husbands. [25] He says that the perfection of marriage is how power over a woman changes hands from father to husband. A
bond persists between flowers and sexuality. Montrose sees the juice employed by Oberon as symbolizing menstrual blood, as well as the shedding of sexual blood by 'virgins'. While menstrual blood represents a woman's strength, blood as a result of a first sexual encounter represents the power of man over women.
However, there are points in the play, when there is an absence of patriarchal control. In his book Power on Display, Leonard Tenenhaus says the problem with a midsummer night's dream is the problem of authority gone archaicly wrong. [27] The Athenian law requiring a daughter to die if she does not make her father's
will is obsolete. Tenenhaus compares the patriarchal rule of Thisos in Athens with that of In the carnival fairy world. The disturbance in fairyland is totally opposed to the world of Athens. He points out that during times of carnival and festival, male power is broken. For example, what happens to the four lovers in the
forest, as well as Bottom's dream, represents chaos that befell Matthews' political order. However, Tsus does not punish lovers for their disobedience. According to Tenenhaus, by forgiving lovers, he made a distinction between the law of the patriarch (Egeus) and that of the king (Thessus), creating two different voices of
authority. This can be compared to the time of Elizabeth I, in which kings were perceived as having two bodies: the natural body and the political body. Tenenhaus says that Elizabeth's own inheritance represented both the patriarch's voice and that of a king: (1) her father's wills, which stated that the crown should pass
on to her and (2) the fact that she was the daughter of a king. A review and interpretation of a critical 17th-century history, Samuel Phipps, who wrote the oldest notes on the play, found A Midsummer Night's Dream to be the most absurdly bland play I've ever seen in my life. Dorothea Kahler has been trying to trace
criticism of the work for centuries. The earliest review she found was in Samuel Phipps' diary in 1662. He found the play to be the most ridiculous and bland play I've ever seen. [29] However, he admitted that he had some good dancing and some beautiful women, which was all my pleasure. The next critic known to
comment on the play was John Dryden, who wrote in 1677. He was preoccupied with whether fairy shows should be described in theatrical plays, as they did not exist. He concluded that poets should be allowed to describe things that do not exist but stem from popular belief. Mouths are of this kind, as are pigs and the
extraordinary effects of magic. Based on this instumation, Dryden defended the merits of three fantasy plays: A Midsummer Night's Dream, The Tempest, and Ben Johnson's Masquerade of Witches. [29] Charles Gildon in the early 18th century recommended this play because of its reflections, descriptions, translations
and beautiful themes. Gildon thought Shakespeare was inspired by the works of Ovid and Virgil, and that he would see to read them in the original Latin rather than later translations. William Duff, writing in the 1970s, also recommended the play. He felt the description of the supernatural was among Shakespeare's
strengths, not his weaknesses. He particularly praised the poetry and wit of the fairies and the quality of the verse involved. Francis a contemporary gentleman, a fan of Shakespeare, was far less appreciative of this play. He felt that the sing-, the characterization and the The play's strengths were his strengths, but
because his main weaknesses were a child plot and its span consists of a strange mixture of incidents. The connection between the incidents and each other seems pretty forced on a gentleman. Edmund Malone, a Shakespearean scholar and critic of the late 18th century, found another apparent flaw in this particular
play, a proper indecency. He found that the higher figures (the aristocrats of Athens) were submissive to the interests of those below them. In other words, the lower-class characters play bigger roles than their good characters and overshadow them. He found it to be a grave mistake by the author. Malone thought this
play had to be Shakespeare's early, Lent work, and by innuendo, that an older writer knew better. Malone's main argument stems from the status of his era. He assumes the aristocrats should have received more attention in the plot and become more important, more respectful and better than the lower class. [31]
William Hazlit of the 19th century preferred to read A Midsummer Night's Dream over watching it on stage. According to Karr, significant criticism from the 19th century began in 1808 with August Wilhelm Slegel. Slagel saw unity in the multiple plot lines. He noted that the donkey's head was not a random change, but
reflected Bottom's true nature. He identified the story of Pyramus and Thamba as the burlesque of Athenian lovers. In 1817, William Hazlit found the play better as a written work than as a staged production. He found the work a delightful liver, but when staged, it is reduced to a dull pantomime. He concluded that sing-
alongs and the stage were not suitable for each other. [31] Kehler finds the comment to be more of an indication of the quality of theatrical productions available to Hazlitt, rather than a true indication of the play's apparent lack of stage. She points out that before 1840, all stage productions of this play were unfaithful
adaptations of the original text. In 1811-1812, Samuel Taylor Coleridge criticized the play as two checkpoints. The first was that the whole play should be seen as a dream. Second, that Helena is guilty of ungrateful betrayal of Hermia. It is thought to be a reflection of the lack of principles in women, who are more likely to
follow their passions and tendencies than men. Women, to his consciousness, feel less despised by moral evil, though they are concerned about its external implications. Coleridge was probably the earliest critic to present gender issues for analyzing this play. Keeler dismisses his views on Helena as an indication of
Coleridge's hatred, rather than real reflections of Helena's morality. William Magin thought the bottom was lucky and was particularly amused that he was referring to Titania, the queen of the Faultlessly like it was the neighbor's faucet. In 1837, William Magin produced essays on the play. He turned his attention to
Theisus's speech about the madman, lover and poet and Hippolyta's reaction to him. He referred to Thymus as shakespeare's own voice and the speech as a call to imaginary audiences. He also saw Bottom as a lucky man for which Fortune showered in his favor beyond measure. He was particularly amused by how
Bottom responds to the fairy queen's love: not entirely surprised. Megyn claimed that Thisos was bent in awe before Titania. The bottom treats her faultlessly as if she were the of the faucet next door. Finally, Megyn thought Oberon should not be blamed for Titania's humiliation, which is the result of an accident. He saw
Oberon as angry at his queen's capriciousness, but could not have expected that her magical affection would be saved for a man with a donkey's head. In 1839, the philosopher Hermann Ulrishi wrote that the play and the description of human life reflected the views of the pelotines. In his message, Shakespeare implied
that human life was nothing more than a dream, suggesting the influence of Plato and his followers who thought human reality was deprived of any real existence. Olrisi noted the way Themus and Hippolyta behave here, like ordinary people. He agreed with Malone that it didn't fit their stops in life, but saw this behavior
as an indication of parody of class differences. James Halliwell-Phillips, writing in the 1940s, discovered there was a lot of inconsistencies in the play, but saw it as the most beautiful poetic drama ever written. In 1849, Charles Knight also wrote about the play and the apparent lack of proper social layers. He thought that
this play indicated Shakespeare's maturity as a playwright, and that his delusional harmony reflected a proper decency of character. He also saw Tom as the most cartoon character, with his confidence, authority and self-love. He claimed that Bottom stands as a representative of all mankind. Like Hazlit he felt the work
was highly appreciated when read as text, rather than running on stage. He found writing to be edgy and watery, and stands above its literary criticism and reductive reasons. Georg Gottfried Jarnos thought the hermia lacked the piety of conscience and unscrupulous for running away with Lysander, himself not a shining
beacon of morality (here he seems to be courting Helena). In 1849, Georg Gottfried Jarves wrote extensively about the play. He denied the theory that this play should be seen as a dream. He argued that this should be seen as an egrity and an allegury. He thought it was an allegorical account of the mistakes of sensual
love, similar to a dream. In its flooding, Lacks obedience and acts like she's unscrupulous when she runs off with Lysander. Lysander is also guilty of disobeying and mocking his potential father-in-room. Pyramus and Tib are also not obedient, as they woo in the moonlight behind their parents' backs. The fairies, in his
opinion, should be seen as a dreamer in person. [35] They represent the capriciousness of superficial love, and lack intellect, emotion and ethics. Gerbinos also wrote about the fairy place of the play. Not in Attica, but in the Indies. His views on the Indies seem to be influenced by the Orientals. He talks about the Indies
like a scent with an aroma of flowers as a place where mortals live in a half-dream state. Gervais denies underestimating Titania's loyalty to her company. He sees this apparent friendship as not grounded in spiritual association. Titania only relishes her beauty, her 'swimming walk', and her imitation powers. Gerbinos
sees Titania as an immoral figure for not trying to reconcile with her husband. In her resentment, Titania seeks to break up with him, something Jarves blames her for. Jarvos wrote with elitist contempt for the mechanics of the play and their acting ambitions. He described them as domestic creatures with hard hands and
thick heads. [35] They are, in consciousness, ignorant people who compose and act in plays only for financial reward. They're not real artists. Gerbenus reserves his praise and respect only for Theos, who he believes represents the intellectual man. Like some of his predecessors, Gerbinos thought this work should be
read as a text rather than acted rather than acted on stage. Charles Cowden Clark appreciated the mechanics, and in particular found Nick Bottom arrogant but kind and imagining. In 1863, Charles Cowden Clark also wrote about this play. Kahler points out that he was the husband of famous Shakespearean explorer
Mary Cowden Clark. Charles valued the mechanics of the play's underclass more. He remarked fondly on their individuality and their collective wealth in character. He thought Bottom was arrogant but of good character, showing a considerable reservoir of similarities in his interactions with representatives of the fairy
world. He also argued that Bottom's arrogance was an inseparable trait from his secondary profession, that of a player. In 1872, Henry Hudson, an American priest and editor of Shakespeare, wrote notes on this play. Keller pays little attention to his writing, largely derived from previous works. However, she notes that
Hudson also believed that the play should be seen as a dream. He cited the lightness of characterization as supporting his message. In 1881, Edward Dowden argued that Theisus and his reflections on art were central. He also claimed that Thisos was one of the heroic action men [38] so central to Shakespeare's
theatrical works. Horace Howard Furness defended A Midsummer Night's Dream against claims of inconsistencies, feeling it did not detract from the quality of the play. Both Horace Howard Furness and Henry Austin Clapp were more concerned about the problem of the duration of the play, though they held opposing
views. Clapp, writing in 1885, commented on the inconsistencies of the period depicted in the play, as it should take place in four days and nights and seemed to last less than two, and felt it added to the play's unrealistic quality. Furness, defending the play in 1895, felt that once again the apparent consistency did not
detract from the quality of the play. In 1887, Denton Jacques Snyder argued that the play should be read as dialectic, between understanding and imagination or between prose and poetry. He also saw the play as representing three stages or movements. The first is the real world of the play, which represents reason.
The second is fairy world, an ideal world that represents imagination and the supernatural. The third is their representation in art, where the action reflects itself. Snyder watched Titania and her whims as the only culprit in her family feud with Oberon. That's why she deserves punishment, and Oberon is obedient in
providing her with one. For failing to live in peace with Oberon and the Nia people, Titania was condemned to fall in love with adam. And this man, unlike Oberon, is a terrible savage. Towards the end of the 19th century, Georg Brandes (1886-185) and Frederick S. Bois (1896) were the last major additions to the
Midsummer Night's Dream Review. Brandes's approach to anticipating later psychological readings, seeing Oberon's charm as symbolic and typing the spell of erotic imagination. Brandes felt that in plays, Shakespeare was looking inward at the realm of the unconscious. In 2015, after Boas avoided the move as an
athletic mass or psychological study, and instead takes a more historical and verbal approach. For Boa the play is, despite its fantastical and exotic decorations, mostly English and Elizabethan. He sees Themus as a Tudor nobleman; Helena is a plot-only device to concentrate the four lovers in one place; [39] And the
Pyramus and Theimba play a parody of the striking glory of contemporary plays. In summing up their contributions, Karler writes: This is a familiar modern review. [39] The 20th century brought new insights into the play. In 1961, Elizabeth Seawell claimed that Shakespeare was aligning with the play's aristocrats, but with
Bottom and artists. It is their mission to produce wedding entertainment, precisely the writer's goal for working in this play. [40] Also in 1961, Frank Kermode About the play's themes and their literary origins. He counted fantasy, blind love and divine love. He traced these themes to the works of Makarbius, Apolius and
Giordano Bruno. The bottom also briefly hints at a passage from the first iger to the Corinthians by Paul the Apostle, which deals with divine love. [40] [B] In 1964, R.W. Dent argued against theories that the exemplary model of love in a play was the rational love of Theisus and Hippolyta. He claimed that in this work, love
is inexplicable. It's descended from imagination, not reason. However, the play's exemplary love is one of controlled and understated imagination, avoiding the excess of a point. [40] True love contrasts with Demetrius's unrequited (and potted) love for Hermia, and with Titania's love (and apparent points) for an
inappropriate object. Dent also denied the rationality and wisdom usually attributed to Theseus. He reminded his readers that this was the image of Themus from Greek mythology, a work himself of an ancient legend. [40] Theisus's views on art are far from rational or wise. He can't tell the difference between a real play
and his respite. The respite of the play's acting band is less about the art and more of an expression of the distrust of the mechanics of their audience. They're worried that the audience's reactions will be exaggerated or unsatisfactory, and say so onstage. Thistles can't get the message. In 1964, Jan Cote offered his own
opinions on the play. He saw them as major issues of violence at play and unimpressed animal sexuality. [42] Both Lysander and Demetrius are, to consciousness, verbally cruel lovers, their love interests are interchangeable and objects. The change Oberon desires is his new sexual nay. The play's aristocrats, mortal
and immortal, are promiscuous. As for athenian lovers after a night out in the forest, they are ashamed to talk about it because that night freed them from themselves and social norms, allowing them to reveal their true selves. Cote's views were controversial and contemporary critics wrote, for or against Cote's, but few
ignored them. In 1967, John Allen begat that Bottom is a symbol of the Beastly aspect of humanity. He also thought Bottom had been redeemed through Titania's maternal tenderness, allowing him to understand the love and self-sacrifice of Pyramus and Thymba. In 1968, Stephen Pender offered his own views on the
play. He emphasized the terrifying power of the fairies and claimed that they controlled the events of the play. They are the most powerful characters featured, not Thyssus as often thought. He also highlighted the play's ethically ambivalent characters. Finally, Pender noted a layer of complexity in the play. Theseus,
Hippolyta and Bottom have Reactions to tonight's events, and each has partially valid reasons for their responses, suggesting that the puzzles offered to the audience of the play may not be an answer or a single meaning. In 1969, Michael Taylor claimed that previous critics offered an overly cheerful look at what a fray
describes. He emphasized the less pleasant aspects of the reindeer fairies and the nastiness of mortem Dimitrios before begging. He argued that the general motifs are the often painful aspects of people's love and patnoies, which here include the fairies. In 1970, R.A. Zimbardo watched a play full of symbols. The moon
and its stages hinted at the play, in his opinion, representing permanence in mutation. The play uses the principle of different concocers in some of its key arenas. Theses and Hippolyte represent marriage and, symbolically, the reconciliation of natural seasons or stages of time. Hippolyta's story arc is that she must
submit to Theseus and become a home mother. Titania has to give up its maternal obsession with the replacement child and go through a symbolic death, and Oberon has to woo and beat his wife again. Chler points out that Zimbardo took for granted female reproach in the framework of the obligatory marriage, social
views that were already challenged in the 1960s. [44] In 1971, James L. Calderwood offered a fresh look at Oberon's role. He saw the King as specializing in the arts of illusion. Oberon, For His Way, is the play's inner playwright, an event conductor. He is responsible for the play's happy ending, when he influences
Theisus to cancel Agaus and allow lovers to get married. Oberon and Theseus bring harmony out of controversy. He also suggested that the identity of the lovers, who was blurred and lost in the woods, would mention the erratic identity of the actors constantly replacing roles. In fact, the play's failure of role holders is
based on their main flaw as actors: they can't lose their identities to even temporarily replace them with those of their fictional roles. In 1971, Andrew D. Weiner argued that the real theme of the play was unity. The poet's imagination creates unity by giving form to diverse elements, and the writer turns to the imagination of
the viewer himself, who also creates and perceives unity. Weiner connected this unity to the concept of uniformity, and in his manner thebes thebed it in the name of Shakespeare's necissism of eternal truths[46] of platonism and Christianity. In 1971, Hugh Richmond offered a whole new look at the play's love story lines.
He claimed that what is considered love in this play is actually an expression of passion for self-destruction. He argued that the play's significant characters were all influenced by passion and a sadochistic kind of sexuality. This passion prevents lovers from really communicating with any of them At the same time it
protects them from disillusionment with the interest in love that the media inevitably brings. The exception is Bottom, which is mostly dedicated to himself. His egoism protects him from feeling passion for everyone else. Richmond also noted that there are parallels between the story of Pyramus and Thymba, featured in
this play, and that of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. In 1971, Neil Taylor claimed there was a double time plan in the play, making it at least four nights but also timeless. In 1972, Ralph Berry claimed that Shakespeare was primarily concerned about physamology in this play. Lovers declare illusion a reality, the actors
declare reality an illusion. The play eventually reconciles the seemingly contrary views and justifies the similarities. In 1972, Thomas McFarland argued that the play was dominated by a mood of happiness, and was one of the happiest literary works ever produced. The mood is so beautiful that the audience never feels
fear or worry about the fate of the characters. In 1974, Marjorie Gerber claimed that metamorphosis was both the main theme of the play and the model of its structure. She noted that in this play, entering the forest is a dreamlike change in perception, a change that affects both the characters and the audience. Dreams
here take precedence over reason, and they are truer than the reality they seek to interpret and change. In 1974, Alexander Leggatt offered his own reading of the play. He was sure there were more somber elements to the play, but they were ignored because the audience focuses on the story of the sympathetic young
lovers. He saw the characters as separated into four groups interacting in different ways. Among the four, the fairies stand as sophisticated and highly limitless. The contrasts between the communicating groups produce the play's comic perspective. In 1975, Ronald Miller expresses his opinion that the play is a study in
the imaginative physmatology. He focused on the role of fairies, who have a mysterious aura of evanism and ambiguity. In 1975, David Babington offered his own reading of the play. He partly violated Jan Cote's ideas about Oberon's sexuality and mouths. He noted that Oberon may be bisexual and his passion for the
replacement child may be sexual in nature, as Cote suggested. But there is little textual evidence to support this, as the writer left vague clues about the idea of love among the fairies. He concluded that their love life was therefore unknown and incomprehensible. According to Babington, the main theme of the play is the
conflict between sexual desire and rational restraint, an essential tension reflected throughout the play. It's the tension between darkness and genealysing Of love, which was eventually reconciled. In 1977, Anne Paolucci claimed that the play lasted five days. In 1979, M.A. Lamb suggested that the play may have asked
an aspect of the ancient myth of Tassos: the athenian's entry into the Minotaur Labyrinth. The forests of the play serve as a metaphorical maze, for Elizabethans the forest was often an allegory of sexual sin. The lovers in the forest conquer an irrational desire and find their way back. A bottom with its animal head
becomes a comic version of the Minotaur. The bottom also becomes the wire of Ariadne guiding the lovers. In saving the new Minotaur instead of threatening the lovers, the classic myth was comically reversed. Thysos himself is the son-in-law of the play that left the labyrinth and lawlessness behind, having conquered
his passion. Artisans may be the master craftsman of the myth, and the labyrinthine bean, Dedalus. Even Theyus's best-known speech in the play, which connects the poet with the madman and lover may be another metaphor of the lover. It's a challenge for the poet to confront the non-edicts he shares with lovers and
lunatics, and accepts the risks of entering the labyrinth. In 1979, Harold Brooks agreed that the main theme of the play, His Heart, was passion and his marrying clums. All other issues are of lower importance, including that of imagination and that of appearance and reality. In 1980, Florence Falk offered a look at the play
based on theories of cultural anthropology. She argued that the play is about traditional rite of passage, evoking development within the individual and society. Thyssos cut himself off from the imagination and marketed Athens harshly. The lovers flee his company structure to the communists of the forest. The forest
serves as communitas here, a temporary aggregation for people whose hesitant desires require residence to keep society healthy. This is a rite of passage in which incitement can be contained. Falk identified this communism with the forest, with the unconscious, with the dream space. She claimed that lovers experience
liberation for self-knowledge and then return to revamped Athens. This is societas, the resolution of the dialectic between the duality of communitas and structure. In 1980, Christian critic R. Chris Hassell Jr. offered a Christian view of the play. The experience of lovers and that of Bottom (as expressed in his wake
speech) teaches them a new humility, a healthy sense of folly. [50] They understand that there are things that are true despite the fact that they cannot be seen or understood. They just learned a lesson of faith. Hassell also thought Themus's speech about the madman, lover and poet was a round of applause for the
imagination. But it's also a rejection of laughter. Futile attempts to seize, classify or pronounce it. Alex Aronson saw Poke as a representation of unconsciousness and a contrast to theseus as a representation of consciousness. Some of the play's interpretations were based on psychology and its varied theories. In 1972,
Alex Aronson claimed that Theisus represented consciousness and Poke represented unconsciousness. Puck, in this view, is a guise of the unconscious as a rooster, while remaining submissive to Oberon. Aronson thought that the play examined unauthorized desire and linked it to the concept of fertility. He saw the
donkey and the trees as fertility symbolic. Lovers' sexual desires symbolize their forest encounters. In 1973, Melvin Goldstein argued that lovers could not simply return to Athens and come into the world. First, they have to go through phases of madness (multiple costumes), and discover their authentic sexual selves. In
1979, Norman Holland invoked psychoanalytic literary criticism of the play. He interpreted Hermia's dream as if it were a real dream. To his intification, the dream reveals the stages of deceit's sexual development. Her search for options is her defense mechanism. She also desires Lysander and wants to keep her
virginity. In 1981, Mordechai Markus argued for a new meaning of Eros (love) and thantos (death) in this play. In his message, Shakespeare suggests that love requires the risk of death. Love gains strength and direction from the desire for impulse in life with the release of death of sexual tension. He also saw the play as
a hint that love's healing power had to do with accepting death, and vice versa. In 1987, Jan Lawson Yinnily argued that this move had therapeutic value. Shakespeare in many ways examines, releases, and reverses the characters' sexual fears. And the happy ending is the re-twering of social harmony. The patriarchy
itself is also challenged and allowed, with men offering their women loving equality, one based on respect and trust. She even identified Titania's loving acceptance of the donkey-minded bottom as a metaphor for basic trust. This trust is what allows lovers of fighters and the unsafe to achieve their sexual maturity. In
1988, Alan Dunn argued that the play was an exploration of the characters' fears and desires, and that its structure was based on a series of sexual confrontations. In 1991, Barbara Friedman argued that the play justified the ideological formation of an absolute monarchy, and could be seen to examine the maintenance
process of the hegemonian order. [53] History of performance The first page printed in the second folio of the 17th and 18th centuries during the Puritan Interrgenum years when theaters closed (1642-1660), botum and country sub-storyteps were performed Funny. The Neruls were a comic spectacle, often adapted from
Shakespearean's sub-story shows and other plays, that could be connected to acts of acrobats and jugglers and other permissible performances, thus circumventing the prohibition against drama. When theaters reopened in 1660, A Midsummer Night's Dream worked in a tailored way, like many other Shakespearean
plays. Samuel Phipps saw it on September 29, 1662 and thought it was the most bland and ridiculous play I've ever seen... [54] After the Jacobian/Caroline era, A Midsummer Night's Dream was never performed in its entirety until the 1840s. Instead, it was largely adapted in forms like Henry Purcell's Musical
Masks/Fairy Queen Play (1692), which had a successful run at the Dorset Garden Theatre, but was not resurrected. Richard Laveridge turned the pyrmos and tib scenes into an Italian opera burlesque, which operated in Lincoln in Fields in 1716. John Frederick Lamp elaborated on Lewridge's version in 1745. Charles
Johnson used the pyramus and timba material in the finale of Love in the Woods, his 1723 adaptation of As You Like It. In 1755, David Garrick did the opposite of what had been done a century earlier: he rescued Bottom and his friends and acted the rest, in an adaptation called The Fairies. Frederick Reynolds produced
an operian version in 1816. [55] Victorian stage in 1840, Madame And Strys in Covent Garden returned the play to the stage with relatively full text, adding Baltic musical sequences and dances. And Stris took over the role of Oberon, and for the next 70 years, Oberon and Puck were always played by women. After the
success of Madame and Staris's production, 19th Century Theatre continued to stage the dream as a play, often with a cast speaking for nearly a century. Detailed kits were created for the palace and forest, and the fairies were shown as lyns with Gossamer wings. Felix Mendelssohn's opening has always been used
throughout this period. Augustine Daly's production opened in 1895 in London and ran for 21 shows. In the 20th and 21st centuries Vince Cardinal as Puck from the Carmel Shakespeare Festival production of A Midsummer Night's Dream, September 2000 A performance of Saratov Tremoc's Puppet Theatre A
Midsummer Night's Dream based on a play by William Shakespeare (2007) in 1905, Oscar Hasha staged a production at London's Adelphi Theatre with himself named Bottom and Beatrice Ferrer as Puck. [58] Herbert Beerbohm Wood staged a 1911 production that included mechanical birds peeking at beech trees, a
simulated stream, mouths wearing battery-powered lighting, and live rabbits following food trails across the stage. In 2010, in 2010, a production of the play at the Don School, India Max Reinhardt directed A Midsummer Night's Dream thirteen times between 1905 and 1934, presenting a rotating set. After fleeing
Germany, he fled Germany. A more spectacular exterior version at the Hollywood Bowl in September 1934. The shell was removed and replaced with a forest planted with tons of dirt specially towed to the event, and a curl was built from the hills to the stage. The wedding procession introduced between the fourth and V
acts crossed the Trestle with downhill torches. The cast included James Cagney, Olivia de Haebyland, Victor Jury and a corps of dancers that included Butterfly McQueen. The play was accompanied by Mendelssohn's music. On the strength of this production, Warner Bros. signed Reinhardt to direct a filmed version,
Hollywood's first Shakespeare film since Douglas Fairbanks Sr. and Mary Pickford's Taming the Cannon in 1929. Jury (Oberon), Ronnie (Puck) and The Haebyland (Hermia) scolded their roles from the Cast of the Hollywood Bowl. James Cagney starred in his only Shakespearean role, as Bottom. Other actors in the film
who played Shakespearean roles only once included Joe A. Brown and Dick Powell. Erich Wolfgang Korngold was brought in from Austria to organize Mendelssohn's music for the film. He used not only the music of a midsummer night's dream, but also several other Mendelssohn works. Korngold continued a legendary
career in Hollywood, staying in the United States after Nazi Germany annexed Austria. Director Harley Granville-Barker presented in 1914 a less spectacular way to stage the dream: he reduced the size of the cast and used Elizabethan folk music instead of Mendelssohn. He replaced large, intricate sets with a simple
set of ornate curtains. He introduced the fairies as golden robotic creatures based on Cambodian idols. His simple, saver staging significantly influenced subsequent productions. [Editing] External Links In 1970, Peter Brock directed the play for the Royal Shakespeare Company in an empty white box, in which male
mouths dealt with circus tricks like trapeze art. Brooke also introduced the popular idea of doubling Theisus/Oberon and Hypolita/Titania, as if to imply that the world of fairies is a mirror version of the mortar world. British actors who played various roles in Brooke's production included Patrick Stewart, Ben Kingsley, John
Kane (Pak) and Frances de la Tour (Helena). A Midsummer Night's Dream has been produced many times in New York, including several stagings of the New York Shakespeare Festival at the Delacrote Theatre in Central Park and a production of the theatre for a new audience, produced by Joseph Pap at the Public
Theater. In 1978, The Riverside Shakespeare Company staged an outdoor production starring Eric Hoffman as Puck, with Karen Hurley as Titania and Eric Conger as Oberon, directed by co-founder Gloria Skorsky. There have been several variations since then, including In the 1980s of 2015, Shakespeare players from
Maryland at the University of Maryland staged a 2015 production of Queira in which the lovers were same-sex couples and the mechanics were drag queens. Nicholas Arbortum's program at the University of Michigan, Shakespeare Barb, has presented a play every summer since 2001. Shakespeare Barb produced A
Midsummer Night's Dream three times. These performances take place in a 5-hectare natural environment, with lush forests, a flowing river and steep hills. The performance takes place in several venues, with the actors and audience moving together for each setting. As one critic remarked, 'The players used the space
of its Arb stage to full benefit, made entrances behind trees, appeared over as highs and disappeared into the woods. Artistic director Emma Rice's first production at Shakespeare's Globe in 2016 was a version of the play. While not a production to please the tadren, it was praised. He re-worked contemporary, which
included characters undergoing sex and Bollywood influences. Arrangements and cultural references embody Ken Ludwig's 2003 comic play Shakespeare in Hollywood during the film's 1935 production. Oberon and Poke appear in the arena and find themselves cast as themselves. [77] [78] The literary Stanley Moss
used quote 3 Met in the Moonlight as the title of Met Sick by Moonlight (1950), a nonfiction book about General Cripp's abduction in World War II. The book was adapted into a film of the same name in 1957. The play by Lothot Strauss Park (1983) is based on characters and motifs from A Midsummer Night's Dream. Neil
Gaiman's comedy series The Sandman uses a play in a 1990 Midsummer Night's Dream. In this story, Shakespeare and his company perform the play for the real Oberon and Titania and a fairy audience. The play is heavily cited in the comics, and Shakespeare's son, Hement, appears in the play as the Indian boy. This
issue was the first and only comic to win the World Fantasy Award for Best Short Literature, in 1991. Terry Pratchett's Book Lords and Women (1992) is a parody of the play. [83] Bernard Cornwell's Novel Fools and Death (2017) is about the play's first work and performance, as seen by young actor Richard
Shakespeare, the playwright's brother. The Fairy-Queen is a 1692 opera by Henry Purcell, based on the play. [85] [86] In 1826, Felix Mendelsohn composed the opening of a concert inspired by the play, first performed in 1827. In 1842, partly because of the glory of the opening, and partly because his employer, King
Friedrich Wilhelm IV of Prussia, loved the chance music Mendelssohn wrote for other plays presented at the palace in German. Mendelsohn was commissioned to write casual music for a production of A Midsummer Night's Dream that was to be staged in 1843 in Patsdam. He combined the existing opening with the
original music, which was used in most stage versions until the 19th century. The best-known pieces from the original music is the famous wedding march, which is often used as a recession at weddings. Choreographer Marius Patapé, more famous for his collaborations with Tchaikovsky (on the Swan Lake Ballets and
Sleeping Beauty) did another ballet adaptation of St. Petersburg's Imperial Ballet with music and other arrangements for Mendelssohn's score by Leon Minkos. The revival premiered on July 14, 1876. English choreographer Frederick Ashton also created a 40-minute ballet version of the play, The Dream. George
Blanchine was another to create a Midsummer Night's Dream ballet based on the play, using Mendelssohn's music. From 1917 to 1939, Karl Orff also wrote casual music for a German version of the play, Ein Somernachttrom (performed in 1939). Since Mendelssohn's parents were Jews converting to Christianism, his
music was banned by the Nazi regime, and Nazi cultural officials clasped new music for the play: Orff was one of the musicians who responded. He later re-worked on the music for a final version, completed in 1964. [Editing] External links To Over Hill, Over Dale, from act two, is the third of three Shakespeare songs set
for music by British composer Ralph Vaughan Williams. He wrote the pieces for the a cappella choir SATB in 1951 for the British Federation of Music Festivals, and they remain a popular part of the British choir's repertoire today. The play was adapted for opera, with music by Benjamin Britten and alliance by Britten and
Peter Pears. The opera was first performed on June 11, 1960 in Aldburg. The theater company, Moonwork, a midsummer production in 1999. It was created by Mason Petty, Gregory Sherman and Gregory Wolfe (who directed it). The show included a rock-opera version of the play within a play, Pyramus & Thisbe, with
music written by Rusty Magee. The music for the rest of the show was written by Andrew Sherman. The Donkey Show is a disco-era experience based on A Midsummer Night's Dream, which debuted on Broadway in 1999. In 1949, a three-act opera titled Puck premiered in Strasbourg. Progressive rock guitarist Steve
Hackett, best known for his work with Genisys, performed a classic adaptation of the play in 1997. Hans Werner Henze's Eighth Symphony draws inspiration from a sequence from the play. [Editing] External Links School of Moth Arts Alexander Dreyfus presented the show as a musical adapted/directed by Beverly
Blanchett (produced by Marcy Gorman) using moody blues songs. The program was called And she then performed at the Morsney/Straz Hall at the Tampa Performing Arts Center, at the Florida State International Thespian Society Festival. Copyright text/concept, 9 December 2011. [Editing] External Links in 2011,



Memphis Opera, Playhouse on the Square, and contemporary a cappella groups DeltaCappella and Riva, at Michael Ching's premiere of A Midsummer Night's Dream: Opera A Chapel. On January 17, 1962, George Blanchine's full-length ballet of George Blanchine's Sea Ballet premiered. She was selected to open the
first season of the NYCB at the New York State Theater at Lincoln Center in 1964. Blanchine was bouted with mendelssohn's extra music for his dream, including the opening of Athali. In 1966, a film version of the ballet was released. Frederick Ashton created The Dream, a short (not full-length) ballet set solely for the
famous music of Nicks Mendelsohn, organized by John Lenchbury, in 1964. It was created at the Royal Ballet of England and has since entered the repertoire of other companies, notably Joffrey's Ballet Theatre and american ballet theatre. John Nomeyer created his full-length ballet Ein Somernachttraum for his
girlfriend at hamburgische Staatsoper in 1977. Neumeyer's version, which is longer than previous versions of Ashton or Blanchine, includes other Mendelssohn music along with midsummer night's dream music, as well as music by modern composer Gyorgy Sandor Ligeti, and barrel-cheerful organ music. Nomeyer
devotes the three sharply different musical styles to the three sets of notes, with aristocrats and noblemen dancing to Mendelssohn, the fairies to Ligti, and the villages or mechanics to the barrel organ. Elvis Costello composed the music for the full-length ballet Il Sogno, based on a midsummer night's dream. The music
was subsequently released as a classic album by Deutsche Grampon in 2004. Liam Scarlett 2015. Goyo Montero 2018. Film adaptations see also: William Shakespeare's screen adaptations list § Midsummer Night's Dream A midsummer night's dream has been adapted many times in cinema. Below are the best known.
A 1925 German silent film directed by Hans Neumann. In 1935, the film was directed by Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle. The cast included James Cagney as Bottom, Mickey Rooney as Puck, Olivia de Havilland as Hermia, Joe Brown as Francis Khalil, Dick Powell as Lysander, Anita Louise as Titania and Victor Jury
as Oberon. [96] San Nosy Svetwianska (1959) directed by Czech animator Jiří Trnka is a contradictory-appealing puppet film that follows shakespeare's story simply with a number. The English-language version was narrated by Richard Burton. [Editing] External Links A 1968 film version was directed by Peter Hall. The
cast included Paul Rogers as Bottom, Ian Holm as Pook, Diana Rigg Helen Mirren as Hermia, Ian Richardson as Oberon, Judi Dench as Titania and Sebastian Shaw as Kins. The film stars the Royal Shakespeare Company and is directed by Peter Hall. [Editing] External Links A 1969 film version was directed by Jean-
Christophe Aberti. The cast included Jean-Claude Drouot as Oberon, Claude Jade as Helena, Christine Delroche as Hermia, Marie Versini as Haypolita, Michele Modo as Khalil, Guy Grosso as Quinta. [Editing] External Links A Midsummer Night's Sex Comedy (1982) written and directed by Woody Allen. The plot is
loosely based on Ingmar Bergman's Smiles of A Midsummer Night, with some elements from Shakespeare's play. [Editing] External Links Bottom's Dream (in 1983) was a short animated film directed by John Playmaker, showing the play's events from Bottom's perspective. The film uses a selection of Mendelssohn's
music, lines from the play, and his surreal imagination to convey Bottom's experience. [Editing] External Links The Dead Poets Association presents the play as a production for which Neil Perry tries and win the role of Puck, despite his father's disapproval of his ambitions for acting. [Editing] External Links Adaptation
from 1996 directed by Adrian Noble. The cast included Desmond Barritt as Bottom, Finbar Lynch as Puck, Alex Jennings as Oberon/Theisus, and Lindsay Duncan as Titania/Hippolyta. This film is based on noble's most popular production of the Royal Shakespeare Company. Its art design is eccentric, featuring a forest
of floating bulbs and a huge umbrella for Titania's arches. [Editing] External links to the 1996 French film L'Appartement directed by Gilles Mimoni have many references to the play. A 1999 film version written and directed by Michael Hoffman. The cast includes Kevin Kline as Bottom, Rupert Everett as Oberon, Michelle
Pfeiffer as Titania, Stanley Tucci as Puck, Sophie Meurso as Hapolita, Christian Bale as Dimitrios, Dominique West as Kliesander, and Calista Flukhart as Helena. This adaptation transports the play's action from Athens to fictional Monte Athena, based in Tuscany, Italy, although all textual references to Athens are
preserved. [Editing] External Links Version from 1999 written and directed by James Kerwin. The cast included Travis Schladt as Demetrius. It set the story against a surreal backdrop of techno clubs and ancient icons. [Editing] Children's Midsummer Night's Dream External Links (2002) directed by Christine Edzard,
produced by Sands Films in their studio in Roethroth, London using 350 schoolchildren from Southork, between the ages of 8 and 11, are all theatrically un-trained. The sets and costumes were designed to scale and made on site. [Editing] Summer Night Rave External Links (2002) directed by Gil Cates Jr. changes the
setting to a modern rave. Puck is a drug dealer, the magic flower called love in idleness is replaced by magical ecstasy, and the king and fairy queen are the hosts of the Rab Need] If The World Mine (2008) includes a modern interpretation of the play put on a private high school in a small town. [Editing] Links External
To A Midsummer Night's Dream, an American independent film that conveys the story to Los Angeles, California. Midsummer Night's Dream, a UK production in Austria, set up an alternative in the near future. Directed by Sasha Bennett it features Robert Lindsay as Oberon, Juliet Aubrey as Titania, Lee Bardman as
Bottom, Harry Jarvis as Lysander, Tamzin Merchant as Helena, Holly Earle as Hermia, Tigger Drew-Honey as Demetrius and Florence Kasumba as Hippolyta. [Editing] External links to TV productions playing within a play from Act 5, Scene 1, Pyramus and Thisbe, was performed by members of British pop music group
The Beatles on 28 April 1964 for a British TV special, Around the Beatles. Paul McCartney appeared as Cyrmos, John Lennon as Tymbe, George Harrison as Moonshine and Ringo Starr as a lion. The performance, before a live audience, was made with great comic intent and included a number of deliberate stalkers. It
aired in the UK on ITV on 6 May, and on ABC on 15 November. BBC Shakespeare's production was produced by Jonathan Miller and directed by Elijah Moshinsky. The film starred Helen Mirren as Titania, Peter McNary as Oberon, Phil Daniels as Puck, Robert Lindsay as Lysander, Jeffrey Palmer as Kins and Brian
Glover as Bottom. An abbreviated version of A Midsummer Night's Dream was turned into an animated short (with the same name) by Walt Disney Animated TV in 1999 as part of a Mouse Tales series. He appeared in an episode of Disney's Mouse House in 2002 (Scrooge House, Season 3, Episode 34). The star
crossover lovers are played by Mickey Mouse (Lysander), Minnie Mouse (Hermia), Donald Duck (Demetrius) and Daisy Duck (Helena). The character based on Theisus is played by Ludwig von Drake, and the character based on Egeus by Scrooge McDuck. My body appears as an accident-prone puck. The story ends
with the revelation that it was a dream experienced by Mickey Mouse while he sedaned at a picnic hosted by Minnie. [Editing] External Links in 2005 Shakespeare-1, the BBC television series, aired an update of the play. It was written by Peter Bowker. The cast includes Johnny Vegas as Bottom, Dean Lennox Kelly as
Puck, Bill Patterson as Theo (a conflation of Theisus and Aguos) and Imelda Staunton as his wife Polly (Hippolyta). Lenny James plays Oberon and Sharon Small is Titania. Zoe Tepper and Michelle Bonnard play Hermia and Helena. In 2006, Zack and Cody's Suite Life released an episode called Midsummer Nightmare
in which the children prepare to perform Shakespeare's popular work for a school play. This episode will #22 the second season of the show. [100] Bbc One's 2016 production was a 90-minute film adaptation of Russell T Davies By David Kerr starring Matt Lucas as Bottom, Maxine Peake as Titania, and with a diverse
cast including Nnuso Anousi as Oberon, Priska Bakara as Hermia and Hiran Aviacra as Pak. In 1787, British astronomer William Herschel discovered two new moons of Uranus. In 1852, his son John Herschel named them after characters in the play Oberon and Titania. Another Orani moon, discovered in 1985 by the
Voyager 2 spacecraft, is called Pak. [102] Events on the subject of the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) hosted their 2020 Midsummer Night's Dream prom. A Midsummer Night's Dream Gallery in Puck Art by Joshua Reynolds, 1789 Titania and The Under by Johann Heinrich Pisley 1793-94 Titania and Under by
John Astaire Fitzgerald Joseph Noel Patton: The Reconciliation of Titania and Oberon The Marriage of Oberon and Titania by John Anster Fitzgerald Henry Mile Ram: Titania Welcomes Her Fairy Brothers La Folie de Titania, By Paul Jarvis 1897 A Midsummer Night's Dream by John Simmons, 1873 Thomas Storthard –
Oberon and Titania from A Midsummer Night's Dream Act IV, a scene I see both Pyramus and Thisbe Summer reversing notes and remembering all references to a midsummer night's dream, unless otherwise noted, are taken from the second series of Arden Shakespeare. [103] Under their reference system, which uses
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